
Overcoming anxieties,
behaviour& nurturing

self resilience.

Individual  sessions &
workshops

07837930714

www.Kidsnlpscotland.co.uk

Light  shows
 Brain games 
 Puppet shows
 Bonding/Massage

 

Baby Sensory Classes

Classes in Ratho, Cramond, 
Corstorphine, Blackhall, Fettes, 

Haymarket & Meadowbank
To find out more visit our website 

www.babysensory.co.uk

Award winning
Baby Development classes for 

babies from birth to 13 months

Contact: Emma-Louise Beeson
Tel: 0781 886 3334
Email: edinburghcentral@babysensory.co.uk

Twitter: @Edincentral

Twitter: @Edincentral

Numbers are not always as easy as 1,
2, 3 - for some people having to work
out sums can be a real struggle, and
can cause panic and stress.
Dyscalculia is a difficulty with maths.

Dyscalculia

Hearing your child’s teacher say that “she/he
hasn’t really got a grasp of maths” can throw you
into turmoil. Most of us use maths in everyday
life without giving it much thought – organizing
our day, getting to meetings on time, paying for
shopping, checking change, travelling by bus/rail
(timetables). For a person with dyscalculia these
life skills can be a real struggle.

What can we do to help our child to
learn the basic principles of maths?

Language
Often we find ourselves using words such as add, plus,
more than - to a child who has dyscalculia this is very
confusing, so choose a word and stick to it; if “+” is add
then it is always add, if “=” is equals then great, but it
must always be equals and not  “makes”. We all teach
our children at an early stage with common language
when we say more juice, more fruit, less sweets!

Logic
Maths is a logical subject and you need to learn and
understand the basics before you can move to the next
process. Working with your child on fun activities can help
them to understand the concept of following instructions
and the logical steps that need to be taken to get the
required end result, for example in order to eat the fairy
cakes we must follow the recipe and make the cakes,
then we can make the icing and then decorate the cakes
and then eat them!

Sequential Thinking
With maths we must first be able to count sequentially
forwards and backwards before adding, and then comes
multiplication, followed by division, shapes, fractions and
percentages. A really fun way to start on this path is at
the end of the day for the whole family to do a recap of
their day in a numbered sequential pattern, for example 

1. I went to school. 

2. I played with my friends 

3 I had lunch….. and so on.

This also let’s children know what Mum and Dad have
been doing, and vice versa.  Communication will improve
amongst the whole family and it can also be used as a
really useful method for letting children know what will
be happening tomorrow.

Time
The concept of time for someone with dyscalculia
becomes a real problem as we are no longer dealing with
the logic of maths. There are 60 seconds in a minute, 60
minutes in an hour, 24 hours in a day, 7 days in a week,
and it goes on…. Teaching your child the days of the
week is a good place to start. Then each area needs to
be dealt with slowly and in the correct order.

Improving the maths abilities of children with
dyscalculia can be achieved with a one to one, multi
– sensory approach. Jane Oliver at Ravivworks in
Edinburgh works with children and adults, using the
Raviv Method. For more information contact Jane
on 07512311317,email: jane.wexo@virgin.net, and
visit www.ravivworks.co.uk

Reader offer and competition
The Leckie & Leckie Magicals series will help your child to practice essential English and
Maths skills at home.  Fun, magical characters and fantastic illustrations are combined with
easy step-by-step activities to encourage important early learning. Reward stickers at the
end of each section give children additional motivation and encouragement, and
accompanying parent’s notes explain the educational content of each activity. 
Suitable for ages 3-18.

Each books costs just £3.99 but 
Families Edinburgh readers
can claim 25% discount at
www.leckieandleckie.co.uk by using the
promotional code LLW030 before check out*. 

We also have 5 sets of books (one English, one
Maths) from this series to give away.  Please go
to www.familiesedinburgh.co.uk/win to enter.
Please state the age range you would like.
*Offer ends 30 September 2011
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